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APPENDIX A
STATUS OF AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS
This report summarizes the status of audit recommendations not fully implemented after the initial follow-up audit. It identifies those
recommendations that are implemented, partially implemented, or not implemented.
Finding /
Recommendation

Number
1

Priority

1.1

1

1.2

1

1.3

1

Finding/Recommendation
Other Restricted Assets of $72.5M in the financial
statement could not be verified.

Implementation
Status

Comments

PAGC should develop a process to clean up the inventory
balances in the case management system to ensure that
only inventory items still held by PAGC have a balance,
duplicate inventory items are eliminated, items under the
PAGC’s responsibility but are not reported in Inventory &
Appraisal have a value for inclusion in the financial
statement, and inventory is recorded in SAP at the net
realizable value (fair market value less estimated costs such
as mortgage for real property).
PAGC should adjust the Other Restricted Assets balance in
SAP to the proper amount. The Other Restricted Assets
balance in SAP should be supported by a detailed inventory
report. The report should be produced at year-end to
capture inventory value at that date since inventory balances
can only be obtained at a specific point in time.

Partially
Implemented

The PAGC provided information that an
inventory was performed; however, additional
improvements seem appropriate to ensure a
full and complete inventory of client assets.

Partially
Implemented

The evidence proves the PAGC updated the
general ledger to agree to the FY14
Panoramic report ran after the inventory
updates had been entered; however the
effective date is the inventory completion
date and not the fiscal year-end date.

The market values for financial securities and real properties
should be updated annually and recorded in Panoramic.

Implemented
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Finding /
Recommendation

Implementation
Status

Number
4

Priority

Finding/Recommendation
Oversight is needed over PAGC’s financial operations to
ensure required financial activities are properly and
timely processed.

4.1

2

SSA Financial Management Services should provide
oversight and support of PAGC fiscal functions to ensure that
financial transactions are properly processed in SAP,
required reconciliations are performed, fees are properly
calculated, fee increases are submitted to the Board for
acceptance, and deposits of client funds in holding accounts
are cleared timely. The oversight should include monitoring
to ensure that PAGC responds to the Controller-Treasurer
Department’s request for important information in a timely
manner.

Implemented

4.2

2

PAGC should perform a full review of the Accounting Unit
functions and monitor regularly using management
information reports. This includes prioritizing how staff
resources should be allocated and formally developing a
contingency plan to back up the accounting supervisor
responsible for reviewing and verifying all court accountings
should he retire or leave PAGC employment.
The process of monitoring the payment of clients’ bills is
inefficient.

Parially
Implemented

5.2

2

In instances where an invoice cannot be issued (e.g.
prescription) or invoice is not required (e.g. personal need
money, final distribution, income tax payments) PAGC
should establish an invoicing system and assign an invoice
number.

Implemented

5.3

2

PAGC should ensure that the invoice number and date of
service are entered in the designated field so that duplicate
payment reviews can be performed electronically by
matching the invoice number, date of service, vendor, and
amount.

Implemented

5

Comments

The Panoramic system’s court accounting
module has not been activated at this time
but may be done in early 2015.
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Finding /
Recommendation

Priority

6.1

2

PAGC should obtain assistance from the ControllerTreasurer Department to compute the fully loaded cost of
services provided for each fee.

Partially
Implemented

The SSA completed a fee analysis and has
requested the FGOC recommend the Board
accept the fully loaded cost analysis. SSA will
work with the Controller-Treasurer
Department to provide a detailed review of
the cost analysis calculation.

6.2

2

A comparison of the actual cost to the recommended fee
should be presented to the court when requesting fee
increases.

Partially
Implemented

SSA has not prepared a fee increase
recently, so this recommendation will be
revisited in the next follow up.

6.3

2

New PAGC fees or fee increases approved by the court
should be submitted to the Board for review and acceptance.
However, increases to storage and tax preparation costs
charged to the client should be submitted to the Board for
approval as these are not included in the list of fees
submitted to the court for approval. PAGC should submit the
fees and cost charges to the Controller-Treasurer
Department and the Office of Budget and Analysis for review
prior to submitting to the Board.

Partially
Implemented

The storage and tax preparation fees are
being considered for increases and are in the
process of ultimately being presented to the
Board for approval. Written procedures are
not yet completed.

7

7.1

Finding/Recommendation
Investigation, basic, and extraordinary fees are not
computed a full cost recovery and fee increases are not
submitted to the Board for acceptance.

Implementation
Status

Number
6

Data integrity verification is needed to assure the
accuracy and completeness of data converted to the new
case management system (Panoramic).
2

PAGC should complete the data integrity verification process
to ensure that all data converted was accurate and complete.

Implemented

Comments
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Finding /
Recommendation

Priority

8.1

2

PAGC should identify the data and frequency to be
automatically transferred to SAP.

Partially
Implemented

The PAGC Daily Disbursement Log
automated interface enhancement is in the
proposal stage.

8.2

2

PAGC should continue to work with the Controller-Treasurer
Department’s ASAP team and Panoramic to develop a plan
for the interface and establish a timeline for completion.

Partially
Implemented

The PAGC Daily Disbursement Log
automated interface enhancement is in the
proposal stage.

Partially
Implemented

The PAGC submitted this to the FGOC in
November 2014. The FGOC required
the SSA to request the Board to
implement a policy to write-off the
uncollectable amount ($6,067,984 as of
July 1, 2014) fees and to authorize
annual write-offs through the Finance
Agency.

Partially
Implemented

Efforts have been made to resolve this
problem but the County has yet to finalize its
solution.

9

9.1

2

PAGC should include deferred and unpaid fees of
approximately $4.5M in its annual report to communicate to
SSA management and to the Board the extent of deferred
and uncollected revenues.

Deposits in temporary holding accounts totaling
approximately $252,500 should be recorded in the
client’s account or return to the payor on a timely basis.
2

11

11.4

Comments

Deferred and unpaid fees of approximately $4.5M should
be communicated to SSA management and the Board.

10

10.2

Finding/Recommendation
Although PAGC is aware of the benefits of interfacing
Panoramic with SAP, other priorities have prevented
PAGC from pursuing the interface during
implementation.

Implementation
Status

Number
8

PAGC should review each balance in all holding accounts
and either record the deposit to the client’s account, return to
payor, or transfer to the General Fund if appropriate.
Approximately $180,000 of monthly fees were not
charged due to PAGC’s policy of implementing new fees.

2

PAGC should begin collecting and billing the new monthly
fee of $125 on all existing conservatorships.

Implemented
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Finding /
Recommendation

Number
14

Priority

Finding/Recommendation
Review of cash and check deposits should be performed
in a manner that would detect misappropriation of client
funds.

14.2

2

PAGC should revise the check log instructions to address
how deputies and EAs should review the check log to ensure
that cash and checks are posted to the client’s account to
prevent misappropriation of funds. The controls should
address checks received in mail, checks and cash brought in
from property search or client visit, and imprest cash for
redeposit to the client’s account.

15

15.3

Comments

Partially
Implemented

The PAGC implemented a client cash
handling policy in May 2014 and if followed,
should help minimize misappropriation of
client funds. This policy does not address
cash received from sources other than
discovery at the client's site.

Partially
Implemented

The PAGC needs to continue its work with
the Information Systems personnel to
improve the termination/decedent reports.

Partially
Implemented

The PAGC should continue to work with
Panoramic to automate the bond fee
computation.

Final accountings required for the final distribution of
client estates are not done timely.
2

18
18.1

Implementation
Status

PAGC should ensure that the appropriate date and status
are correctly entered in the case management system so
that termination/decedent reports show only final
accountings that need to be completed. This reduces time
spent by staff to research cases without final date or status
to determine whether a final accounting is needed. For
accounts where a final accounting is not needed (i.e. it has
been waived, etc) or has been completed, a final status date
should be entered to indicate that no final accounting is
needed. The termination/decedent report should exclude
person only accounts or others that do not need a final
accounting.
Bond fee computation is inefficient

2

PAGC should work with Panoramic to automate bond fee
computation.
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Finding /
Recommendation

Number
22

Priority

22.2

2

23
23.1

2

26

Finding/Recommendation
Improvements are needed over the periodic physical
inventory process to ensure proper safeguarding of
client assets.
The periodic physical inventory (for both warehouse and
locked room) should be tracked in Panoramic so there is
record of the inventory.
PAGC needs to complete its review and update of written
policies and procedures.
PAGC should complete its review and update of all written
policies and procedures, through the Policies and
Procedures Committee, to address the implementation of
SAP, the implementation of the new case management
system, and procedures where practice is different than
written procedures.

Implementation
Status

Partially
Implemented

Partially
Implemented

Monitoring is needed over access to update the vendor
master data and to ensure that only vendors who meet
established criteria are added.

26.2

2

PAGC should properly train and supervise staff responsible
for vendor set-up to ensure that all required tasks, as
specified in the written policies and procedures for Vendor
Control Process, are performed.

Implemented

26.3

2

PAGC should ensure that the appropriate license, insurance,
and other required documents are current for all active
vendors during the annual vendor review process.

Implemented

26.4

2

PAGC should revise the Vendor Control Process to address
access to vendor set-up to ensure that access is not given to
employees with conflicting duties (i.e. staff who can initiate or
authorize payment should not have access to set up vendor).

Implemented

26.5

2

PAGC should create a report to monitor the usage and
volume of one-time vendors. This report should be reviewed
regularly and recurring vendors should be added as an active
vendor.

Implemented

Comments

See Finding #1.
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Executive Summary
Conclusion

It is Internal Audit’s opinion that there are many internal control concerns that
need to be addressed at the Public Administrator/Guardian/Conservator’s Office
(PAGC). These internal control issues are an accumulation of practices that have
evolved over the years, prior to the current management. It is clear that PAGC is
committed to serving approximately 1,500 of the most vulnerable citizens in the
County who are unable to make the necessary decisions to manage their health
and finances. PAGC is generally fulfilling its fiduciary duties of managing client
finances by collecting the client’s income, paying their bills, taking possession of
the assets upon being appointed conservator, protecting client assets, and filing
the required court accountings timely. However, significant improvements are
needed over financial accountability as $72.5M in Other Restricted Assets in the
financial statement could not be verified, residual interest payment to the General
Fund is consistently late (totaling $451,263.41), fees are not computed at full cost
recovery, and fee increases are not submitted to the Board for acceptance. In
addition, there are findings related to oversight of financial operations, client
inventories, fees, the case management system (Panoramic), and policies and
procedures.
PAGC is in agreement with the facts of the findings contained in this report and
has committed to take corrective actions.
The long timeline, approximately two years, to conduct the Custody Audit (both
the Financial Report and Internal Controls Report) was due to other Internal Audit
projects, implementation of a new case management system, and changes in
management. Internal Audit had to suspend this audit twice because of higher
priorities. In the middle of the audit test work, PAGC implemented a new case
management system. Additionally, the new Public Administrator/Guardian/
Conservator and Director of the Department of Adult and Aging were hired.

Audit
Objective

The audit objective was to determine the adequacy of internal controls over assets
for which PAGC is responsible, processes with a financial impact, and
compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policies, and procedures.

Audit Scope The scope of the audit included testing the following areas for the current period:
 Assets in General Fund (cost centers 4700, 4710, 4715 prior to January 1,
2009 and cost centers 4760, 4761, 4762 after January 1, 2009) and Trust Fund
361
 Financial reporting of assets for which the PAGC is responsible in SAP
 General Assistance funds provided to the PAGC clients
 Sale of real property
 Safeguarding of client assets (real properties, financial securities, and personal
properties)
 Compliance with Probate Codes regarding filings of court accountings and
Inventory & Appraisal reports
 Computation and collection of PAGC fees
 Deposit of client funds
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Payment of client bills
Closing terminated and decedent cases
Management of client financial securities
Compliance with PAGC certifications

Areas not tested due to insufficient audit resources:
 Use of Special Needs Fund (General Fund loan to client)
 Selection of real estate, property management rental, and other vendors
 Process of spending-down client funds to qualify for benefits
 Process of applying for client benefits
 Escheating unclaimed client assets
Santa Clara County Charter Section 602(b) requires an audit upon the vacancy in
Audit
Background any office charged with the responsibility for County assets. Rob Cecil left on
February 2008 and Don Moody became the Public Administrator/Guardian/
Conservator on September 2008. The results of the Custody Audit are in two
reports. The Custody Financial Audit Report was previously issued on June 30,
2009 in which we provided no opinion on $72.5M of client assets. This report
addresses the internal controls review part of the audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the International Professional
Practices Framework of Internal Auditing established by the Institute of Internal
Auditors.
Signature on file
Bill Perrone, CIA
Internal Audit Manager
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Findings and Recommendations
Finding 1

Other Restricted Assets of $72.5M in the financial statement could not
be verified.
In the Custody Financial Audit Report issued on June 30, 2009, we were
unable to substantiate approximately $72.5M of Other Restricted Assets
recorded in the County’s financial statement and did not provide an
opinion on these assets. Other Restricted Assets consist of real properties,
financial securities, and personal properties belonging to the clients.
PAGC refers to these assets as inventory.
All client assets under PAGC’s fiduciary responsibility should be properly
recorded in the County’s financial statement, with appropriate supporting
details. PAGC provided a listing of inventory balances, but it did not
agree with the $72.5M in the County’s financial statement.
The reasons inventory balances as reported in the financial statement
could not be verified include:
 Items that are no longer held by PAGC (i.e. those with final status
codes) were not zeroed out and still have an inventory value causing
an overstatement of the reported balance.
 There are duplicate entries for assets in both the conservatorship and
trust accounts causing an overstatement of the reported balance.
 Items that are under PAGC’s responsibility (i.e. those in trusts) are
not included. These items are not assigned an inventory value
because they are not reported to the court. Only items that are
included in the Inventory & Appraisal report submitted to the court
are given an inventory value. This results in an understatement of the
reported balance.
 The assets in the financial statement are recorded at the fair market
value at the time of conservatorship appointment, rather than at the
current net realizable value as required under accrual accounting for
a private-purpose trust fund (Trust Fund 361).
 There is no detail inventory report supporting the balance reported in
the financial statement. Inventory balances can be obtained only at a
specified point in time and cannot be retroactively determined. No
report could be produced to support the June 30, 2008 balance.
Other Restricted Assets is the largest asset recorded in the PAGC Trust
Fund and should be accurately reported. As a result of the audit, PAGC
developed inventory reports with the total inventory values (appraised
value at time of conservatorship appointment). The reports indicate total
inventory of approximately $35M in May 2010, which is approximately
half of the $72.5M reported balance in the financial statement. The
inventory value errors above do not result in inaccurate court accountings.
However, these errors cause inefficiencies in the court accounting
preparation process. More time is required to prepare the accountings as
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each inventory transaction (which could be several hundred) has to be
reviewed to ensure that only items still held by the PAGC are reported to
the court. Additionally, the current fair market
value has to be obtained since it is not recorded in the case management
system.
Recommendation 1.1PAGC should develop a process to clean up the inventory balances in the
case management system to ensure that only inventory items still held by
PAGC have a balance, duplicate inventory items are eliminated, items
under the PAGC’s responsibility but are not reported in Inventory &
Appraisal have a value for inclusion in the financial statement, and
inventory is recorded in SAP at the net realizable value (fair market value
less estimated costs such as mortgage for real property). [Priority 1]
Recommendation 1.2PAGC should adjust the Other Restricted Assets balance in SAP to
the proper amount. The Other Restricted Assets balance in SAP should be
supported by a detail inventory report. The report should be produced at
year-end to capture inventory value on that date since inventory balances
can only be obtained at a specific point in time. [Priority 1]
Recommendation 1.3The market values for financial securities and real properties should be
updated annually and recorded in Panoramic. [Priority 1]
Finding 2

PAGC makes late residual interest income payments ($451,263.41) to
the General Fund.
The transfer of excess interest income owed to the General Fund is
consistently done late (from three months to more than one year).
Additionally, it is difficult to identify the interest transfers to the General
Fund in SAP as the transactions are not always properly recorded (i.e.
incorrect document type, incorrect time frame description, several
quarterly payments lumped in one transaction, etc.).
Probate Code 7642 states that interest in excess of what the client’s estate
would have earned if it was individually deposited is to be placed in the
General Fund. The transfer of excess interest income to the General Fund
should be done in a timely manner.
PAGC does not have a process in place to ensure the timely computation
and transfer of quarterly excess interest income to the General Fund.
Also, staff has not been properly trained to record the entries in SAP.
Timely payment to the General Fund is critical to the County’s
management of cash flow. A breakdown of $451,263.41 in late or
nonpayment of interest income to the General Fund is as follows:
 $103,488.45 for 4th quarter FY08 was paid in FY10 as a result of the
Custody Financial Audit Report. This payment was lumped with the
2nd and 3rd quarters FY09 and had an incorrect timeframe description.
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$231,636.94 for 2nd and 3rd quarters FY09 was paid in FY10. This
payment was lumped with 4th quarter FY08 and had an incorrect
timeframe description.
$58,338.34 for 4th quarter FY09 was paid in June 2010.
$57,799.68 for 2nd quarter FY10 was paid in June 2010.

Recommendation 2.1PAGC should establish a process to ensure that residual interest income
is computed and transferred to the General Fund the same month the
quarterly interest allocation is received from the Controller-Treasurer
Department. The process could include monthly review of budgeted and
actual revenue for cost center 4760 in Budget Unit 501. Timely payment
to the General Fund is important for the County to properly manage its
cash flow. [Priority 1]
Recommendation 2.2PACG should properly train staff to correctly identify the time frame (the
quarter and fiscal year) of the residual interest payments to the General
Fund in SAP and record one transaction for each quarter for ease of
identification and monitoring. [Priority 1]
Finding 3

There is a lack of monitoring over approximately 38% of the
Inventory and Appraisal reports that are not submitted to the court
by the timeline specified in the Probate Code.
Approximately 62% (85 out of 137) of the Inventory and Appraisal reports
tested from January to September 2009 were filed by the timeline
specified in the Probate Code. The remaining 38% were filed an average
of nine months after the due date. These filings were not tracked and
periodically evaluated to identify the length of time taken to file, the
percentage change over time, and the reason for the delay. PAGC states
that the reasons for delays include unusual circumstances such as the
three-month notice to obtain a Probate Referee appraisal, clean and
fumigate a house, or litigation by other parties to remove PAGC as
conservator.
Probate Code 2610 requires the conservator to file an inventory and
appraisal of the estate with the court within 90 days of conservatorship
appointment or within such further time as the court for reasonable cause
upon ex parte petition of the guardian or conservator may allow. Probate
Code 8800 requires the administrator of the decedent estate to file an
inventory and appraisal within four months after the letter of
administration is issued.
The failure to file the inventory and appraisal within the required timeline
specified by the Probate Code can result in the revocation of the letters of
conservatorship and PAGC can be held liable for damage or loss to the
estate. PAGC has written policies and procedures that specify the
timelines for completion of each step by the required staff (deputy, estate
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administrator, legal secretary, supervisor, etc.) including the distribution of
various reports in advance of the due date.
Recommendation 3.1PAGC should track and evaluate all Inventory and Appraisal reports that
are not submitted to the court by the timeline specified in the Probate
Code. The evaluation should cover, at a minimum, the length of time to
file, the trend of late filings over time, and the reason for the late filing.
This tracking report should be reviewed at least quarterly by the Estate
Administration Manager and at least annually by the Public Administrator/
Guardian/Conservator. [Priority 1]
Finding 4

Oversight is needed over PAGC’s financial operations to ensure
required financial activities are properly and timely processed.
Greater oversight of PAGC’s fiscal activities is needed to address the
following issues:
 No regular review of transactions and balances in SAP to ensure that
PAGC financial activities are properly recorded and in a timely
manner. The lack of frequent monitoring results in untimely recording
of monthly revenue to the General Fund (for FY10, as of May 2010,
monthly revenues have only been recorded four times), no required
year-end accruals and reversals of residual interest for FY08 and FY
09, consistently late quarterly residual interest payments to the General
Fund (Finding 2), balances recorded in the PAGC Trust Fund but do
not belong to PAGC (e.g. A/R-Recorder’s Returned Check), certain
assets not recorded (such as prepaid expenses), $72.5M in Other
Restricted Assets not properly supported (Finding 1).
 Important reconciliations are not performed, such as the reconciliation
between the balances in the case management system and SAP
(particularly cash). Additionally, bank reconciliations required by the
Controller-Treasurer Department have not been submitted since
February 2008. Timely reconciliation is an important control activity
to identify inappropriate transactions.
 There is no formal contingency plan in place to back-up the
accounting supervisor responsible for reviewing and verifying all court
accountings. Staff can prepare simple court accountings but cannot
perform complicated accountings, conduct the necessary court
accounting reviews, or work with County Counsel’s Office to resolve
issues that arise. Court accounting is a critical function.
 Fully loaded cost of providing services is not computed and submitted
to the courts when requesting fee increases (Finding 6).
 Fee increases are not submitted to the Board for review and acceptance
(Finding 6).
 There is untimely clearing of deposit holding accounts (Finding 10).
 PAGC does not respond to the Controller-Treasurer Department’s
numerous requests and repeated follow-ups for important information.
Examples include repeated requests for bank reconciliations,
information regarding fees and charges for the required annual
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countywide fee submission to the Board, and bank account
information.
Proper management oversight and support should be in place to ensure
that staff has adequate training and resources to perform required financial
activities. Additionally, a formal contingency plan should be in place for a
critical activity required by the Probate Code.
There is a lack of understanding of financial processes, County accounting
practices, and the required flow of financial activities to the General
Ledger. Additionally, there is a lack of agency or department level
management oversight over financial activities.
Without adequate oversight over the financial activities, required
transactions are not properly processed or not done in a timely manner,
important reconciliations are not performed to detect errors or
misappropriations of assets, work prioritization and contingency planning
is not established for critical functions, fees are not properly computed, fee
increases are not submitted to the Board for acceptance, and the deposits
of client funds in holding accounts are not cleared timely.
Recommendation 4.1 SSA Financial Management Services should provide oversight and
support of PAGC fiscal functions to ensure that financial transactions are
properly processed in SAP, required reconciliations are performed, fees
are properly calculated, fee increases are submitted to the Board for
acceptance, and deposits of client funds in holding accounts are cleared
timely. The oversight should include monitoring to ensure that PAGC
responds to the Controller-Treasurer Department’s request for important
information in a timely manner. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 4.2 PAGC should perform a full review of the Accounting Unit functions and
monitor regularly using management information reports. This includes
prioritizing how staff resources should be allocated and formally
developing a contingency plan to back-up the accounting supervisor
responsible for reviewing and verifying all court accountings should he
retire or leave PAGC employment. [Priority 2]
Finding 5

The process of monitoring the payment of client’s bill is inefficient.
One accounting staff (outside of the Accounts Payable Unit) is assigned to
conduct daily post payment reviews of all checks issued. The following
are recurring errors identified by PAGC as part of the daily post payment
review:
 Duplicate and over payments
 No invoice number
 Incorrect date of service
 Incorrect vendor number used
 Incorrect address
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In addition to the recurring errors above, more than 50% of the February
through April 2010 payments do not have invoice numbers because the
vendor submitted statements rather than invoices. The most common
payments without an invoice are those for prescriptions, personal need
money to the client, final distribution, income tax payments, etc. For
payments with invoices, the invoice number is not entered in the
designated field but is entered in the description.
We noted that the date of service (DOS) is not entered in the designated
field for most payments from February through April 2010. The DOS is
either blank or entered in the description field. There are certain
payments, however, where there is no DOS (such as personal need money
to client, final distribution, etc).
All payments should be reviewed to ensure that the appropriate amount is
paid and the correct invoice and date of service is entered prior to
issuance. Payment errors identified should be corrected to prevent
recurring errors. All payments should be made from invoices. Invoice
number and date of service information should be entered in the
designated field to facilitate electronic review of payments (i.e. such as
reviewing for duplicate payments). For payments where an invoice is not
issued, a procedure should be established to create a number to serve as an
invoice number.
A staff is assigned to perform daily post payment review of all checks
issued because of the volume and frequency of payment errors. The
frequency of recurring errors is due to the lack of adequate training and
pre-payment monitoring to ensure that bills are properly paid and that the
correct information is entered (i.e. correct invoice number and date of
service). For example, some duplicate payments occur because payments
are made prior to billing Medicare/Medical/Insurance or when a check is
issued through both the Payment Request and Accounts Payable
processes. The lack of invoice number occurs because at least half of the
vendors do not send invoices (they send statements or other supporting
documents). Checks have the incorrect addresses because the address
change is not updated in the vendor master file.
If payments are reviewed to identify errors prior to issuance, post payment
reviews would not be necessary and resources could be allocated to other
tasks. Additional cost and time is incurred to correct all the recurring
payment errors by cancelling and reissuing checks. Also, if invoice and
date of service information are correctly entered and are in the designated
fields, payment monitoring can be performed by electronically matching
key fields to identify duplicate payments.
Recommendation 5.1PAGC should address the recurring payment errors by training staff and
reviewing payments prior to issuance. This will reduce or eliminate post
payment reviews, cancellations, and reissuances of checks. [Priority 2]
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Recommendation 5.2In instances where an invoice cannot be issued (e.g. prescription) or
invoice is not required (e.g. personal need money, final distribution,
income tax payments) PAGC should establish an invoicing system and
assign an invoice number. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 5.3PAGC should ensure that the invoice number and date of service are
entered in the designated field so that duplicate payment reviews can be
performed electronically by matching the invoice number, date of service,
vendor, and amount. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 5.4PAGC should submit to the Internal Audit Division a monthly Accounts
Payable and Payment Request file beginning October 31, 2010. Internal
Audit will use Audit Command Language (ACL) to produce a list of
possible duplicate payments for PAGC to review and research. [Priority
2]
Finding 6

Investigation, basic, and extraordinary fees are not computed at full
cost recovery and fee increases are not submitted to the Board for
acceptance.
PAGC does not compute the fully loaded cost of providing services for the
investigation, basic, and extraordinary fees. These fees are based on
surveys of other counties and private fiduciaries. They are presented to
the court for approval but do not include a comparison of the actual cost to
the requested fee. Additionally, increases to these court approved fees are
not submitted to the Board for review and acceptance.
To determine the appropriate fee to set, the court should be presented with
the actual cost of providing the services as well as the recommended fee.
Per Probate Code 2942, compensation for services will be in the amount
the court determines just and reasonable. In its determination of what
constitutes just and reasonable, the court takes into consideration, among
other things, the actual cost of providing the services. Although the fee
increases are approved by the court, they should also be submitted to the
Board for review and acceptance. County policy requires the submission
of fees to the Controller-Treasurer Department and the Office of Budget
and Analysis for review prior to submitting to the Board.
PAGC does not have the required resources to compute the fully loaded
cost of its fees and was not aware that fees increases approved by the court
also need to be submitted to the Board.
Although the court may not approve the fees based on actual costs, it is
important that a comparison of the actual cost of providing services and
the recommended fee be presented to the court in order for it to make an
informed decision when approving fees. It is also important that the
Board be made aware of the fully loaded cost of providing services and
the fees recommended to the court for approval, including an explanation
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of any difference between the two. As PAGC is partially supported by the
General Fund, because not all costs are recovered through fees, the Board
needs to make informed decisions regarding the allocation of County
resources based on information regarding cost and revenue collection.
Since the actual costs have not been computed, Internal Audit was unable
to quantify the financial impact.
Recommendation 6.1PAGC should obtain assistance from the Controller-Treasurer Department
to compute the fully loaded cost of services provided for each fee.
[Priority 2].
Recommendation 6.2A comparison of the actual cost to the recommended fee should be
presented to the court when requesting fee increases. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 6.3New PAGC fees or fee increases approved by the court should be
submitted to the Board for review and acceptance. However, increases to
storage and tax preparation costs charged to the client should be submitted
to the Board for approval as these are not included in the list of fees
submitted to the court for approval. PAGC should submit the fees and
cost charges to the Controller-Treasurer Department and the Office of
Budget and Analysis for review prior to submitting to the Board. [Priority
2]
Finding 7

Data integrity verification is needed to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of data converted to the new case management system
(Panoramic).
In November 2009, a new case management system (Panoramic) was
implemented. While the data integrity verification was performed as part
of the implementation, Internal Audit’s test work identified aberrations in
the data. For example, Inventory and Appraisal reports have missing dates
and certain dates were brought over to the incorrect field. Also, for the
accountings, the accounting completed date and the date accountings were
sent to County Counsel are missing. All data should be accurate and
complete so that it can be relied upon and use as intended.
Due to budgetary constraints, PAGC did not have the resources needed to
perform full data integrity verification at implementation. The objective
was to bring up a new system and verify critical data. Panoramic is
logging and tracking all outstanding issues that need resolution.
The case management system is the central repository where all client data
resides and thus needs to have accurate, complete, and reliable data.

Recommendation 7.1PAGC should complete the data integrity verification process to ensure
that all data converted was accurate and complete. [Priority 2]
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Finding 8

Although PAGC is aware of the benefits of interfacing Panoramic
with SAP, other priorities have prevented PAGC from pursuing the
interface during implementation.
The interface between SAP and Panoramic would substantially reduce the
number of manual journal entries and reconciliations between the two
systems by automating the transfer of balances. These entries include
monthly recording of revenue in the General Fund for eight general ledger
accounts, daily changes to PAGC liability account, quarterly residual
interest payments to the General Fund, periodic update of asset balances in
the Trust Fund, etc.
While PAGC is aware of the benefits of interfacing SAP and Panoramic to
reduce staff time in performing recurring tasks as well as reducing the
possibility of data entry errors, the priority was to complete the Panoramic
implementation that began in November 2009.
Automating the transferring of balances from the case management system
to SAP would eliminate the manual posting of journal entries and the
reconciliations of balances between the two systems (with the exception of
cash balance since cash deposited in the bank is automatically recorded in
SAP).

Recommendation 8.1PAGC should identify the data and frequency to be automatically
transferred to SAP. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 8.2PAGC should continue to work with the Controller-Treasurer
Department’s ASAP team and Panoramic to develop a plan for the
interface and establish a timeline for completion. [Priority 2]
Finding 9

Deferred and unpaid fees of approximately $4.5M should be
communicated to SSA management and the Board.
Deferred and unpaid fees are not communicated to the Social Services
Agency (SSA) management and to the Board. PAGC defers the
collection of fees for clients who are unable to pay. These fees are
considered unpaid when the conservatorship is terminated or the client is
deceased but the outstanding fees remain due to insufficient funds in the
client’s estate. All unpaid fees remain in the case management system
should the estate receive money in the future.
Fees that are deferred or become uncollectible should be reported to SSA
management and to the Board so that they are informed of PAGC’s
revenue shortfalls. PAGC was unable to generate a report showing the
total deferred and unpaid fees in the prior case management system.
As reported by PAGC, the cumulative total of deferred and unpaid fees is
approximately $4.5M.
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Recommendation 9.1PAGC should include deferred and unpaid fees of approximately $4.5M in
its annual report to communicate to SSA management and to the Board
the extent of deferred and uncollected revenues. [Priority 2]
Finding 10

Deposits in temporary holding accounts totaling approximately
$252,500 should be recorded in the client’s account or return to the
payor on a timely basis.
Deposits of client funds recorded in temporary holding accounts, in the
case management system, are not cleared in a timely manner. The
following holding accounts totaling approximately $252,500 have
balances that need to be cleared:
 Approximately $145,000 from 1994 and prior remain in the State
Department of Developmental Services holding account. Of the
$145,000, approximately $27,000 is interest earned.
 Approximately $98,000 from 2007 and 2008 remain in the ACH
holding account. This holding account grew as high as $800,000 in
2005.
 Approximately $9,500 in cash in the Coroner account was received by
the Medical Examiner-Coroner’s Office. The last transfer of cash out
of this account was to the Controller-Treasurer Department back in
Feb 2008.
Deposits recorded in a holding account should be cleared timely as the
purpose of the holding account is to temporarily record deposits that need
further research but should be either moved to a client’s account or return
to the payor.
There is no management oversight of this fiscal function and no written
procedures for the review of non-client accounts, including the assignment
of staff responsible for the review.
The deposits in the holding accounts totaling approximately $252,500
should be researched and either recorded in the client’s account so that
they have available funds for their support and care, return to the payor, or
transferred to the General Fund if appropriate. The majority of the
deposits in the ACH holding account of approximately $98,000 came from
the County and PAGC indicates that these receipts may be taken as
revenue to the General Fund.

Recommendation 10.1PAGC should establish written policies and procedures to address the
frequency of reviewing deposits in holding accounts, the required actions
to be taken, and the assignment of staff to clear the holding accounts.
Additionally, the Trust and Fiduciary Accounting Manager should ensure
that these accounts are cleared on a timely basis. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 10.2PAGC should review each balance in all holding accounts and either
record the deposit to the client’s account, return to payor, or transfer to
the General Fund if appropriate. [Priority 2]
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Finding 11

Approximately $180,000 of monthly fees were not charged due to
PAGC’s policy of implementing new fees.
The monthly fee increase approved by the court in July 2009 was charged
to new conservatorship appointments starting November 2009 rather than
to all existing conservatorships at the date of court approval. PAGC is
charging clients with conservatorship appointments prior to November
2009 the previous monthly rate of $104.16, approved by the court in 2003,
instead of the new rate of $125. Additionally, there are 21 clients still
charged the monthly rate of $83.33 (from 1993). Although the new fees
were approved by the court in July 2009, it was not until November 2009
that the new rates were reflected on the letters of conservatorship for new
appointments or reappointments.
Other than fees authorized by the Probate Code, PAGC cannot collect fees
without court approval. In July 2009, the court approved PAGC’s request
for fee increases, including the monthly fee. The County Counsel Office’s
written confirmation of the new fees to the judge stated that it is the
County’s intention to implement the new fees effective July 2009. The
court approved the new fees as they recognized the increase in cost of
providing services to all existing clients and did not specify that the new
fees can be collected only for new conservatorships appointed after July
2009. Thus, we believe that the new fees should have been implemented
starting August 2009 (to avoid mid-month proration for July) for all
existing conservatorships. Additionally, County Counsel’s Office advised
PAGC that the new fees can be charged beginning July 2009 to all
existing clients.
PAGC’s policy and practice is to only charge new monthly fees for new
conservatorships, reappointments, or when a new accounting is approved
(which could take up to two years) after July 2009. The Board was not
notified of this decision and financial impact of not collecting the new
monthly fee for all existing clients.
Conservatorships granted from November 2009 and on were charged the
new monthly rate; all existing conservatorships at July 2009 were charged
the old monthly rate. The total under-collection (for clients with ability to
pay) and under-billing (of fees that are deferred) is estimated to be
$180,000. This amount is based on approximately 1,000 Probate and LPS
clients as of October 2009, the nine months from August 2009 (since
starting July would require mid-month proration) to our testing in April
2010, and the $20 increase in the monthly fee. The under-collected
amount between August 2009 and April 2010 was approximately $30,000
(this excluded new fees charged for conservatorships appointed from
November 2009). The under-billing of deferred monthly fees is
approximately $150,000 ($180,000 total less approximately $30,000 under
collected).
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For approved accountings, PAGC does not have the authority to re-open
the accountings and retroactively collect the new monthly fee. For
accountings that have not been approved by the court, PAGC believes it is
not cost effective to retroactively obtain court approval to collect the new
monthly fee back to August 2009.
Recommendation 11.1PAGC should ensure that all accountings where the reporting period
includes August 2009 and after reflect the new monthly fee of $125.
[Priority 2]
Recommendation 11.2PAGC should revise the request for authorization to collect basic fees
(investigation fee and monthly fee), in the letters of conservatorship (for
both Probate and LPS), to include language that would allow PAGC to
collect new fees immediately upon court approval for all existing
conservatorships. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 11.3PAGC should establish written policies and procedures to address how
and when fees increases will be implemented so that approved fees are
collected or billed on the effective date approved by the court or the
beginning of the next month to avoid pro rating. Any decision (along with
the financial impact) to not collect or bill new fees should be submitted to
the Board for review and acceptance. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 11.4PAGC should begin collecting and billing the new monthly fee of $125
on all existing conservatorships. [Priority 2]
Finding 12

PACG should work with a financial advisor to establish guidelines in
reviewing client financial securities (estimated $6.8M).
PAGC performs certain reviews of client financial securities but would
benefit by working with a professional financial advisor to learn about the
industry and establish written guidelines for all estate administrators to
follow. As of June 2010, there are 12 clients with financial securities
totaling more than $100,000, representing approximately $6M (90%) of
the $6.8M total appraised value at the time of conservatorship
appointment.
As the conservator of the estate charged with the responsibility to manage
client assets, it is PAGC’s fiduciary responsibility to review financial
securities.
Without written established guidelines to following when reviewing
financial securities, the review may not be consistently performed by all
estate administrators. We are unable to determine the current market
value for these financial securities because the data is not available in the
case management system. To obtain the current market value, the
financial securities statement for each client and each account would have
to be reviewed. The market value of the financial securities for each client
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is calculated annually for the bond fee computation but is not retained in
the case management system.
Recommendation 12.1PAGC should work with a professional financial advisor to learn about
the industry and establish written guidelines and thresholds for all estate
administrators to follow when reviewing financial securities. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 12.2PAGC should go through the appropriate procurement process to select a
professional financial advisor. [Priority 2]
Finding 13

Recurring checks received in the mail should be set up as ACH
deposits.
There are many checks received through the mail, on behalf of the clients,
that could be set up as ACH deposits. PAGC deposits monies received for
the clients as part of its fiduciary responsibilities. These receipts are
received through ACH deposit, through the mail, or brought in as part of
the asset search process.
The most efficient method of depositing client funds should be used to
take advantage of the County’s new banking system and the
implementation of the new case management system. Setting up checks
received in the mail as ACH deposit has not been a priority for PAGC due
to the implementation of the new case management system in November
2009.
Client funds received as ACH deposits reduces staff time in opening and
sorting mail, preparing and reviewing the check log, depositing the
checks, and manually posting each receipt to the client’s account. In
addition, ACH deposits reduce the risk of misappropriation of assets as the
client funds are deposited directly to the County’s bank. PAGC receives
from five to 67 checks per day through the mail, with the majority of the
checks received on the first day of each month. The checks received on a
regular basis include US Treasury, Bank of America, State of California,
City of San Jose, title companies, financial institutions, insurance
companies, rental management property companies, pension plans, etc.

Recommendation 13.1PAGC should review all recurring checks received through the mail and
work with the payor to set up ACH deposits. ACH deposits reduce staff
time in opening and sorting mail, preparing and reviewing the check log,
depositing the checks, and manually posting each receipt to the client’s
account. In addition, ACH deposits reduce the risk of misappropriation of
assets as the client funds are deposited directly to the County’s bank.
[Priority 2]
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Finding 14

Review of cash and check deposits should be performed in a manner
that would detect misappropriation of client funds.
The check log listing cash and checks received through the mail or turned
in by the deputy is prepared daily by a staff in the Accounting Unit and
emailed to all PAGC staff for review. The deputy and estate
administrator’s (EA) review of the check log, as indicated in the check log
instructions, do not ensure that all cash and checks received are posted to
the client’s account. Each deputy and EA reviews the check log differently
in terms of what is reviewed.
Deputies and EAs are responsible for managing and monitoring the
client’s finances to prevent loss of client assets. Additionally, they are in
the best position to know whether cash or checks that should have been
received are not recorded in the check log or not posted to the client’s
account.
The instructions for reviewing the check log state that everyone should
scan the check log and review the client’s receipt for reasonableness in
amount and source. These instructions do not address the deputy and
EA’s review in a manner that would detect misappropriation of funds (i.e.
identifying cash and checks that should be on the check log but are not or
identifying cash and checks on the check log but not posted to the client
account).
The deputy and EA’s review of the check log is an important detective
control to identify misappropriation of client funds. Their review is part
of the fiduciary responsibility of managing client funds to prevent loss of
assets, similar to their review of client balances and approving payment of
client bills. A few years ago, the misappropriation of approximately
$10,000 of client funds was identified through a deputy’s review of the
client’s cash balance. The deputy noticed that the client’s cash balance
was lower than expected.

Recommendation 14.1PAGC should track the volume of work to reduce the types of
transactions appearing on the check log. Setting up more ACH deposits,
using debit cards more frequently, etc. would reduce the volume of items
in the check log requiring review. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 14.2PAGC should revise the check log instructions to address how deputies
and EAs should review the check log to ensure that cash and checks are
posted to the client’s account to prevent misappropriation of funds. The
controls should address checks received in mail, checks and cash brought
in from property search or client visit, and imprest cash for redeposit to the
client’s account. [Priority 2]
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Finding 15

Final accountings required for the final distribution of client estates
are not done timely.
Final accountings were not done after nine months to more than two years
after the termination or death for about 30% (33 out of 90) of
the terminated/decedent accounts tested during a two-year period. During
that time frame, a total of 840 accounts were identified as
terminated/decedent. Most of the final accountings needed are for LPS
terminations. Although the Accounting Unit is responsible for the
preparation of the final accounting, information from deputies and estate
administrators is needed to complete the process.
Final accountings are required to be submitted to the court for approval
prior to the distribution of conservatorship or decedent estate. Although
the Probate Code does not specify a timeline when the final accounting
has to be submitted, it should be filed as quickly as possible so that final
distribution of the client’s estate can be done and conservatorship duties
terminated when the court officially discharges PAGC.
Lack of management oversight, workload prioritization, and the
cooperation of all units involved resulted in final accountings being
completed long after the termination/deceased date. Additionally, the
required data is not entered in the case management system to ensure that
termination/decedent reports identify only cases that need final
accounting. Inaccurate reports result in staff spending additional time to
conduct research only to conclude that the final accounting is not needed.
Because the appropriate date or status has not been entered, termination
reports include accounts where a final accounting is not needed (i.e. it is
waived, etc). In addition to the incorrect date or status, there are cases
where the accounting due date field is blank but should have had the final
status date indicating that no final accounting is needed. Person only
cases, which do not need a final accounting, are not identified and
excluded from the termination/decedent reports. Final accountings that
have been completed still have a due date (which indicates that a final
accounting is needed) rather than reflect the final date to indicate that final
accounting has been done (i.e. 11/11/11 or 11/12/11).
Delays in filing the final accountings result in delays in the final
distribution of client estate, collection of certain fees, the court discharging
PAGC of its duties, and closing out the account in the case management
system. PAGC is responsible for client assets until a final accounting is
filed and the court officially discharges it as conservator or administrator.

Recommendation 15.1PAGC should improve management oversight and monitoring and
develop a plan for workload prioritization, to ensure timely completion of
final accountings. Final accountings should be done as quickly as
possible so that the client’s estate can be distributed and that PAGC duties
can be formally discharged by the court. [Priority 2]
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Recommendation 15.2Written policies and procedures should be revised to address the
expected timeline to complete the final accounting after the
termination/death of a client. Exceptions should be reported to PAGC
management. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 15.3PAGC should ensure that the appropriate date and status are correctly
entered in the case management system so that termination/decedent
reports show only final accountings that need to be completed. This
reduces time spent by staff to research cases without final date or status to
determine whether a final accounting is needed. For accounts where a
final accounting is not needed (i.e. it has been waived, etc) or has been
completed, a final status date should be entered to indicate that no final
accounting is needed. The termination/decedent report should exclude
person only accounts or others that do not need a final accounting.
[Priority 2]
Finding 16

PAGC should establish escalation procedures for real property sales
that take longer than one year.
More than 96% of the real properties sold between FY03 and FY08 were
sold in less than one year. However, we noted approximately 50% (six
out of 11) of the real properties with pending status (not sold by FY09)
took longer than a year to sell or have not been sold as of June 2010. For
properties sold in FY09, 50% (seven out of 14 reviewed) took longer than
a year to sell. There are valid reasons that these properties are taking
longer than one year to sell; however, escalation procedures are not in
place to notify management of the number of properties involved, the
reasons for the delay, and the recommended actions.
As part of its fiduciary responsibilities, PAGC should sell client assets as
quickly as possible while obtaining the best price for the client. One of
the main reasons for selling real properties is to obtain funds needed to
pay for the conservatee’s care and support.
For properties with pending status, real properties take longer than a year
to sell or have not been sold due to the following reasons:
 One property (a decedent case) is a vacant land in another county
where the property has been listed for sale since 2005. This property
has not been sold as of June 2010.
 Another property took three years to sell due to various legal issues.
Contributing to the delay of the sale included the client’s 50%
ownership of the property, the client’s subsequent opposition to the
sale, and the eviction of tenants occupying the property.
 Partial ownership of one property is causing the delay as the sales
process began in 2005 but the property was not sold as of June 2010.
 For one property, it took two years to sell after three attempts due to
the buyers backing out.
 There was one property sold as a short sale after 1.5 years.
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One property was sold after three years due to litigation during the
sale.

The reasons why real properties sold in FY09 took longer than a year to
sell were legal issues (such as objection to the sale, eviction of tenant from
the property, etc.) and the length of time to receive bids. One property
took 18 months to sell (from time the sale was initiated to the sale
date). Because of the length of time taken to sell, two probate referee
appraisals were required (first appraisal in December 2007 for $1.1M and
a second in December 2008 for $950K) resulting in a loss to the estate.
During a declining market, time is of the essence to minimize the loss to
the client’s estate. In FY09, 19 real properties were sold totaling
approximately $7M. For the five years prior to FY09, PAGC sold an
average of about 32 properties (one year as many as 42 properties were
sold).
Recommendation 16.1Escalation procedures should be established to inform management
(Estate Administration Manager and the Public Administrator/Guardian/
Conservator) of real property sales that take longer than one year to sell
so that appropriate actions can be taken. [Priority 2]
Finding 17

PAGC should annually review whether fee increases are appropriate.
There have been only three fee increases in the past 20 years (1993, 2003,
and 2009) for the investigation fee, monthly fee, and hourly rate for
extraordinary services. Storage fees have not been increased since 2003
and the $60 hourly rate to perform trust accountings has been the same for
the past five years, despite cost of living increases given to employees.
PAGC does not have procedures in place to annually review and
document whether fee increases are appropriate given the cost of
providing services, subject to the court’s approval. Also, the frequency for
fee increases has not been addressed.
To offset some of the continuing increases to the cost of providing
services, fee increases should be reviewed annually. PAGC collected an
average of $1M a year in conservatorship fees for FY04 through FY09.
Any fee increase, even a modest one, would help offset some of the
increases in the cost of providing services.

Recommendation 17.1PAGC should review the storage fee and the trust accounting hourly rate
of $60 and request an increase. Storage fees have not been reviewed
since 2003 and the trust accounting hourly rate has remained the same for
at least five years. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 17.2Written policies and procedures should be established to address the
annual review of fee increases and the frequency of fee increases to
ensure that PAGC continues to have the financial resources available to
serve those who are unable to care for themselves. [Priority 2]
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Finding 18

Bond fee computation process is inefficient.
The current bond fee computation process is inefficient and labor intensive
as there is a lot of additional work required to compensate for the lack of
accurate inventory information available in the case management system
(Finding 1). The monthly process takes about a week when it could be
completed in a day or two.
Probate Codes 2942(c) and 7621(d) allow PAGC to collect “an annual
bond fee in the amount of $25, plus one-fourth of 1 percent of the amount
of an estate greater than $10,000”. The bond ensures the faithful
performance of the fiduciary. PAGC computes and charges bond fee
monthly, on the anniversary of conservatorship appointment. Bond fee
computation should be done in accordance with the Probate Code and in
an efficient manner so that resources can be allocated to performing other
critical tasks, such as court accountings.
The following are some causes of the inefficient bond fee computation
process:
 Seven reports are produced to identify all the balances needed for the
computation. In addition to these reports, the Inventory &
Appraisal and court accountings are reviewed because the staff cannot
rely on the inventory information in the case management system.
 The real property report is printed and compared against the seven
reports to ensure that no real properties are missed.
 Rather than obtaining all the needed information from the seven
reports mentioned above, as it shows only the cash balance, inventory
balances have to be obtained for each account in the case management
system.
 Because inventory balances are not accurate (i.e. distributed items
have inventory values), total asset balance for each account cannot be
used. Each inventory line item is reviewed and items on hand are
summed for the bond fee computation.
 Inventory items on hand have to be verified because staff found items
that have been distributed but still have a pending status (e.g. checks
that are received prior to Inventory & Appraisal and were cashed but
the inventory item still has pending status).
 For estates with real properties, staff has to check the most recent court
accounting rather than relying on the information in the case
management system. If the fair market value (FMV) in the court
accounting is older than one year, the staff has to contact the deputy to
obtain the FMV. Additionally, the staff has to contact the deputy to
obtain the mortgage balance on the real property as this information is
not available in the case management system.
 For real properties in trust accounts, staff cannot obtain the needed
information from the summary screen; they need to view an additional
screen to get the balance needed. Inventory balances are based on the
information on the Inventory & Appraisal report submitted to the
court.
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For estates with financial securities, staff has to check the most recent
court accounting because the information is not in the case
management system. If the fair market value (FMV) in the court
accounting is older than one year, the staff has to contact the estate
administrator to obtain the FMV.
Asset balances are summed and the bond fee percentage is applied
using Excel. The calculated total is then manually entered in the case
management system. Only the total is entered for real property and
personal property; thus there is no trail showing what the balances
consist of so it is difficult to verify the bond fee computation.
The accounting staff calculating bond fees has a lot of discretion as to
which estate values to use (such as the current market value in the case
management system, the value in Inventory & Appraisal report filed
with the court, the value in court accounting, or whether to contact the
deputy to obtain the fair market value) as well as what assets to
include in the computation.
As part of the bond fee computation, the staff checks to see if prior
year fees were charged; however, if this is not done, missed charges of
prior year fees would go undetected until the next court accounting is
prepared (every two years). The accounting supervisor spot checks
bond fees but does not do so each month.

Inefficiencies in the bond fee computation process prevent staff from
performing other critical tasks. Three days saved a month could result in
the completion of multiple court accountings.
Recommendation 18.1PAGC should work with Panoramic to automate bond fee computation.
[Priority 2]
Recommendation 18.2PAGC should revise the bond fee collection written policies and
procedures to address which estate values should be used, which assets to
include, and the supervisory review of bond fee computation. The
clarification will eliminate the discretion that staff has when computing
the bond fees. [Priority 2]
Finding 19

Written policies and procedures for approving bond fee payments
should be followed.
The written policies and procedures for approving bond fee payments are
not being adhered to as follows:
 Seven out of 19 accounts (approximately 30%) tested in the bond fee
reports had no instructions from the deputy and the bond fees for these
accounts were not paid. However, it was unclear as to whether the
fees should have been paid based on the available cash balance.
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The majority (95%) of the bond fee reports provided to the deputies
requesting authorization to collect the fee did not have evidence of the
supervising deputy’s review (i.e. no initials).
Many of the bond fee reports requesting deputy authorization for
collection are returned to the Accounting Unit after the timeline
specified in the written policies and procedures or are not returned at
all, resulting in accounting staff having to spend additional time to
follow-up.

The written policies and procedures for the collection of bond fee requires
deputies to review the bond fee report and mark delete, defer, or waive
next to each client. No marking means that bond fee should be paid. The
written policies and procedures also require the supervising deputy to
initial the bond fee report indicating approval of the deputy’s
determination of whether the fees should be waived, deferred, or paid.
Additionally, the written policies and procedures require the deputy and
supervising deputy to review and return bond fee report, with instructions,
within 10 and 15 working days, respectively.
The written policies and procedures for the collection of bond fees are
sometimes overlooked because of the deputy’s workload. It is important
that the deputies review the bond fee report and provide the required
instructions to approve or defer payment so that accounting staff can take
the appropriate action. The supervising deputy’s review is an important
control activity to ensure that the deputy properly assesses the client’s
financial status when deferring or deleting the bond fee payment.
Recommendation 19.1All deputies and supervising deputies should adhere to the bond fee
collection written policies and procedures to ensure that the bond fee
reports are reviewed and returned to the Accounting Unit by the required
timeline, have the appropriate payment instructions, and include the
supervisor’s initials to document the review. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 19.2The accounting staff should adhere to the bond fee collection written
policies and procedures by collecting the fee when there are no
instructions from the deputy on the bond fee report. Since deputies are
required to indicate delete, waive, or defer on the bond fee report, no
instruction from the deputy indicates the approval to collect the fee.
[Priority 2]
Recommendation 19.3To eliminate the late or no response from the deputies, bond fees should
be set up in Panoramic to where the default is to pay the bond fees if the
deputy does not return the bond fee report timely. [Priority 2]
Finding 20

PAGC should document its policy of not collecting representative
payee fees and communicate this policy to the Board.
PAGC is not collecting a representative payee fee as they do not want to
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collect this fee from those who are supporting themselves with Social
Security and Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits. However, this
policy is not documented and has not been communicated to the Board.
Social Security Administration allows qualified organizations to collect a
monthly fee as representative payee, provided that certain conditions are
met. As of February 2010, there are 26 clients for which PAGC serves as
representative payee. Social Security Administration allows monthly fee
collection of the lesser of 10% of combined Social Security and SSI or
$37. The annual fee collection would be $444 per client (based on $37 fee
allowed per month). If there are 26 clients as identified in February 2010,
the annual fee could be $11,500. In May 2010, we noted there were 75
clients with PAGC representative payee status.
Recommendation 20.1PAGC should document its policy of not collecting representative payee
fees and communicate this policy to the Board. [Priority 2]
Finding 21

Improvements are needed over timeliness of closing terminated and
decedent accounts.
Approximately 50% (12 out of 23) of the accounts tested had not been
closed and balances cleared after three years or longer after the
conservatorship termination date. Also, there are approximately 50% (11
out of 23) of the accounts that had been closed years ago but still have a
cash balance.
Terminated conservatorships should be closed and balances cleared as
soon as possible in the case management system. No expected timeline
has been established and management oversight over timely closure is
lacking. For accounts that were closed but still have a cash balance, the
monies were deposited after the account was closed and even though there
were balances, these accounts no longer appeared on the estate
administrator’s pending reports used to monitor account status. Thus, no
follow-up was done on these accounts.
If terminated conservatorship accounts are not closed out timely,
additional time is spent reviewing the pending list, changes in deputies and
estate administrators make it difficult for the next person to close out the
case, interest continues to be deposited to the account, etc.

Recommendation 21.1PAGC needs to establish the timeline expected to close decedent or
terminated cases and monitor for compliance. Cases that take longer than
the established timeline need to be escalated to PAGC management.
[Priority 2]
Recommendation 21.2Written procedures should be established so that deposits or interest
earnings are not posted to accounts that are closed or had final
distribution. [Priority 2]
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Recommendation 21.3PAG should periodically review all closed cases with trust balances to
determine the appropriate action (i.e. collect unpaid fees, send to client/
beneficiary/successor trustee, escheat to the State, etc.) [Priority 2]
Finding 22

Improvements are needed over the periodic physical inventory
process to ensure proper safeguarding of client assets.
We were unable to determine whether the September 2009 periodic
physical inventory conducted at the warehouse (where personal properties
such as household furnishings, cars, boats, etc. are kept) had taken place.
In addition, there has been no periodic physical inventory of items in the
locked room (where valuable items such as jewelry and important
documents are kept) since the first inventory in 2006.
There was no documentation to demonstrate that a physical inventory had
been completed for items stored in the warehouse, no detail listing of
which items were reviewed, no markings or notation indicating which
items were reviewed on the report used to take the inventory, whether any
differences were identified that requires adjustments to the perpetual
record (case management system). A spreadsheet listing the client’s name
and location was used for the periodic physical inventory rather than a
detail report showing all inventory items in the case management system
located at the warehouse.
An accurate and complete periodic physical inventory on a regular basis is
an important part of PAGC’s fiduciary responsibilities to safeguard client
assets, to ensure accurate court reporting, and to ensure the inventory
records are accurate for the monthly storage fee charged to the client.
Written policies and procedures for the performance of periodic physical
inventories at the warehouse and the locked room have not been
developed. Also, during an inventory, it is a common occurrence that the
estate property technicians (EPT) are called away and return to continue
the inventory another day and the reports used are not marked to indicate
items already reviewed. Without proper documentation and evidence of a
periodic physical inventory, PAGC cannot demonstrate that an important
control activity, put in place to safeguard client assets, has been
performed. The case management system shows approximately 750 items
in the warehouse and approximately 2,000 items in the locked room.

Recommendation 22.1Written policies and procedures should be established to ensure an
accurate and efficient periodic physical inventory. The policy should
address the frequency of the periodic inventory for the locked room and
the warehouse, how the inventory should be conducted, how interruptions
to the inventory process should be handled when the EPTs are called
away (i.e. inventory should stop when the EPT is called away and start
with new inventory list rather than starting again will all inventory items
as some have already been tested), the reports to be used, the
documentation required to demonstrate that an inventory had taken place,
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process to reconcile results of the inventory with the case management
system, and a strategic approach for selecting which property to test.
[Priority 2]
Recommendation 22.2The periodic physical inventory (for both warehouse and locked room)
should be tracked in Panoramic so there is record of the inventory.
[Priority 2]
Finding 23

PAGC needs to complete its review and update of written policies and
procedures.
PAGC’s Policy and Procedures Committee has been working on updating
the written policies and procedures for the past 12 months. But the review
and update has not been completed. The current procedures have not been
updated since 2002 and thus do not address the implementation of SAP in
2003 and the new case management system in November 2009. PAGC
states that approximately 60 policies are currently under review.
Written policies and procedures should be regularly reviewed and updated
to ensure that procedures are still relevant and to assist staff in properly
performing their tasks.

Recommendation 23.1PAGC should complete its review and update of all written policies and
procedures, through the Policies and Procedures Committee, to address
the implementation of SAP, the implementation of the new case
management system, and procedures where practice is different than
written procedures. [Priority 2]
Finding 24

Improved communications are needed to ensure that PAGC is aware
of all General Assistance loans to conservatees.
The current system in place between PAGC and the Department of
Employment and Benefits (DEBS) prevents PAGC from being fully
informed of all sources of conservatee’s income. PAGC is not always
aware of the General Assistance (GA) loan their clients are receiving due
to the following practices:





DEBS sends GA loans to the vendors or conservatees instead of
PAGC.
DEBS does not consistently notify PAGC of the conservatee’s GA
loan status. The Notice of Action (NOA) letters to accept or reject the
loan request are sent to the conservatee or to the vendor rather than to
PAGC. If the conservatee is eligible for Social Security or SSI, benefit
payments would be reduced to repay a portion of the GA loan. This is
how PAGC learns that GA loan was made to the client.
PAGC does not inform DEBS when the conservatorship has been
terminated.
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PAGC should be informed of the GA loan status for all conservatees and
should receive all loan payments as it has been appointed by the court as
conservator to manage all aspects of the conservatee’s finances.
DEBS sends the GA loans and the NOA letters to the vendors or clients,
instead of PAGC, because there are two conflicting procedures in the
County GA Handbook and there is no process in place to ensure that the
eligibility worker notifies PAGC of the loan status. PAGC does not
inform DEBS when the conservatorship has been terminated because
written policies and procedures for processing and obtaining GA loans do
not address notification to DEBS.
If GA loans are sent directly to the vendors, there is a risk that the vendor
may also bill the client for the same services already paid by DEBS.
PAGC does not know how many clients actually received GA benefits
because it does not always receive the NOA from DEBS. At the time of
our testing, PAGC applied for GA benefits for 56 clients. If PAGC is not
aware of all sources of the client’s income, it cannot properly manage their
funds (which can affect the payment of the client’s bills) and cannot assist
in repaying outstanding GA loans. Of the accounts tested, 50% of the
clients had outstanding GA balance and did not have ability to pay.
However, if PAGC is aware of the loan then future payment can be made
when the client has available funds. It is important to notify DEBS when
the conservatorship is terminated so that payments or demand letters are
sent to the appropriate address.
Recommendation 24.1PAGC should revise their written policies and procedures to notify
DEBS when conservatorship ends for clients receiving or has outstanding
GA loans. [Priority 2]
Management Action
24.2
DEBS has revised the County General Assistance Handbook so that all
General Assistance payments are sent to PAGC and not the vendor or
conservatee.
Management Action
24.3
DEBS has created a CalWin announcement with instructions to eligibility
workers processing PAGC cases to send the Notice of Action letter to
PAGC.
Finding 25

SSA is not recording low value assets in SAP as required by County
policy.
The Social Services Agency (SSA) Central Services Division records low
value assets in a separate system (FAMS) rather than in SAP as required
by County policy. This was identified as part of our review of PAGC’s
fixed and low value assets, which are recorded by SSA Central Services.
The County Policy on Fixed Assets requires that certain low value assets
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(such as server, networks, computers, printers, monitors, etc.) be recorded
in SAP.
SSA has been using a separate system to record their fixed and low value
assets to comply with grant reporting requirements. In the past, there were
challenges in getting the data from FAMS into SAP without expending a
tremendous amount of resources.
In order for the County to properly plan for the purchase and replacement
of computers countywide, all required low value assets need to be
recorded in SAP. As of our testing in April 2009, approximately $6.5M in
SSA purchases for servers, networks, computers, printers, and monitors
are recorded in FAMS. Upon being informed by Internal Audit of the need
to record the required low value assets in SAP, SSA Central Services has
been very proactive in working with the Controller-Treasurer
Department’s ASAP team to comply with County policy.
Recommendation 25.1SSA Central Services should continue its efforts in working with the
Controller-Treasurer Department’s ASAP team to load low value assets in
FAMS to SAP. [Priority 2]
Finding 26

Monitoring is needed over access to update the vendor master data
and to ensure that only vendors who meet established criteria are
added.
All 167 Panoramic users have access to create, change, or delete a vendor
in the case management system. These users include PAGC permanent
staff, Extra Help, SCC Works, certain County Counsel and SSA staff.
Internal Audit was able to create a fictitious vendor.
Additionally, important procedures specified in the Vendor Control
Process written policies and procedures are not followed. The noncompliance includes:
 The vendor verification process is not performed to ensure that only
vendors meeting the established criteria are accepted. This includes
reviewing the vendor’s status with the Better Business Bureau,
insurance, business license, tax ID (EIN/SSN), bank account
information, etc.
 There is no annual review of all active and authorized vendors to
ensure that the vendor still meets established criteria (such as license,
insurance, bank account, good standing with Better Business Bureau,
etc.) in order to maintain an active status.
 There is no supervisory review of the vendor control coordinator’s
work to ensure required procedures are performed before accepting a
vendor.
 Vendor satisfaction survey is not submitted with the request for final
payment. The submission of this job completion survey is important
as this is the deputy or EA’s feedback on the vendor’s performance.
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One-time vendor code is use for vendors where recurring payments are
made. This code is intended for one-time usage, such as the final
distribution of assets from the client’s estate or payments to nonestablished vendors for emergency work. From January 2010 through
April 2010, there were 619 payments with one-time vendor code.
Approximately 20% of the one-time payments were for final
distribution of the client’s estate. We noted many instances where
one-time vendor code was used for recurring payments to vendors
such as AT&T, Bank of America, Capital Villa, Catholic Charities,
PG&E, Tropicana Drugs, Hillside Care Center, Outreach, California
State Controller, etc.
Staff who can issue payments (Accounts Payable Unit) was a vendor
referral source in nine instances.

Access to create, change, or delete a vendor in the case management
system should be limited to only the permanent employees performing the
task and their back-up. The Vendor Control Process written policies and
procedures require the completion of important tasks to ensure that
vendors are properly set-up and evaluated annually. Deviations from the
written policies and procedures require pre-approval from the Social
Services Program Manager or Program Manager.
The prior case management system allowed all users access to update
vendors and this set-up was not reviewed during the Panoramic
implementation. The lack of compliance with the Vendor Control Process
written policies and procedures resulted as employees responsible for
setting up vendors are not properly trained and no supervisory review is
conducted to ensure all required procedures are followed.
Strong internal controls are needed over vendor set-up to ensure that only
vendors who have met the established criteria are approved. If access to
vendor creation is not restricted to appropriate staff, there is risk that a
fictitious vendor could be established and inappropriate payments issued
or the vendor master data could be changed or deleted. As of May 28,
2010, there are approximately 2,800 active vendors in the case
management system. Because vendor verification was not performed, it is
not known how many vendors have not provided the required license and
insurance information.
Management
Action 26.1

Upon being notified by Internal Audit, PAGC immediately worked with
Panoramic to restrict access to create and update vendors.

Recommendation 26.2PAGC should properly train and supervise staff responsible for vendor
set-up to ensure that all required tasks, as specified in the written policies
and procedures for Vendor Control Process, are performed. [Priority 2]
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Recommendation 26.3PAGC should ensure that the appropriate license, insurance, and other
required documents are current for all active vendors during the annual
vendor review process. [Priority 2]
Recommendation 26.4PAGC should revise the Vendor Control Process to address access to
vendor set-up to ensure that access is not given to employees with
conflicting duties (i.e. staff who can initiate or authorize payment should
not have access to set up vendor). [Priority 2]
Recommendation 26.5PAGC should create a report to monitor the usage and volume of onetime vendors. This report should be reviewed regularly and recurring
vendors should be added as an active vendor. [Priority 2]
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27. Other Findings
It is our policy to report all findings during the audit to the appropriate level of management.
The chart below lists audit findings that we consider less significant.
#
27.1

Findings
The review of unpaid court ordered fees performed by the Accounting
Unit is done every six months, instead of more frequently (i.e. every
month or every three months).

27.2

On a daily basis, accounting staff prepares a spreadsheet showing the
flow of cash activities in Panoramic. The beginning cash balance is
added to the total receipts less total disbursements to obtain the ending
cash balance. This ending cash balance is compared to the End of
Day Cash Balance report. There are several inefficiencies noted with
this process:
 Creating a spreadsheet to enter information already in the
system.
 Daily printing of a 30-page End of Day Cash Balance
Report, 16-page disbursement journal, multiple page receipt
journal. The reports are printed to obtain the total ending cash
balance for the daily cash balancing.

27.3

Court accounting staff enters the inventory value in the inventory field
instead of the property clerks, who are responsible for entering
information from the Inventory and Appraisal report into the case
management system.
PAGC does not always receive court orders from County Counsel’s
Office and has to spend time searching for them.

27.4

27.5

27.6

27.7

27.8

Court orders approving accountings are not always entered in the case
management system timely. The goal is to enter court order within a
week but we noted instances where court orders were not entered for
more than three weeks. Thus these accountings were included in
backlog report even though the accounting has been approved.
The manual process of completing the fee worksheet (for new fee
or six month review of outstanding fees) for every client that owes
fees is labor intensive and may cause mathematical errors. This
process should be automated.
In one instance, a $30 "discount" was given by the tax preparation
staff because an incorrect tax fee was provided to the deputy and
payment had been made from the estate. No "discount" in fees should
be given without proper management approval.
Panoramic does not flag ACH deposits that are identified as a nonmatch for clients with terminated/deceased status. Accounting staff
has to research each non-match item to identify whether the client is
terminated/deceased. The identification of terminated/deceased client
is important because the PAGC has to return the money to the sender.
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27.9

27.10

27.11

27.12

27.13

27.14

27.15

27.16

27.17

27.18

PAGC is currently preparing an excel spreadsheet listing all ACH
deposits received for terminated/deceased client to send to the bank to
return to the sender. As this ACH deposit information is already in
Panoramic, the system should generate the list.
ACH deposits for deceased/terminated/person only accounts should
not be taken in by PAGC, posted to client’s account, transferred to
holding account, and then sent to bank for return to sender. Upon
matching the ACH deposits, in Panoramic, any deposits for
terminated/decease/person only should be returned to bank and not
posted to client account.
For ACH deposits of terminated/deceased/person only client that need
to be returned, PAGC is faxing an excel spreadsheet listing the
information from the original deposit along with copies of banks
statements showing the original deposit. This is time consuming and
not necessary as the bank should have the deposit information.
Bank adjustments for ACH deposits (that are returned to the
sender for terminated/deceased/person only client) are posted after 24
hours, sometimes after more than a week. The untimely posting of
adjustments by the bank requires PAGC to spend additional time
reconciling cash and following-up.
There are two ACH holding accounts (#900000 and #911000). Only
one account is needed.

PAGC inconsistently uses GLA 1120240 (A/R Misc) and GLA
1120210 (A/R Interest) to accrue residual interest due to the General
Fund. PAGC continues to use A/R Misc account when A/R Interest
account should be used.
Receivable of $1,498 (GLA 1120360- A/R Recorder’s Returned
Checks) recorded in Trust Fund 361 does not belong to PAGC. It is
not known as to what this balance is or how it was recorded in the
incorrect GLA. The receivable balance was transferred from STARS
to SAP in July 2003 and there has been no activity in this account.
This was identified in the Custody Financial Audit Report.
Unused imprest cash (for client purchases or client use) submitted for
deposit is given to Accounts Payable (to reconcile against imprest
cash form) who then forwards the cash to the person preparing the
check log. This creates an unnecessary additional step in the transfer
of cash. The Accounts Payable unit can perform their reconciliation
of imprest cash for redeposit by reviewing the check log and does not
need physical custody of cash.
Interest earned on burial trust cash has not been recorded in the case
management system at year-end. The cash balance at the bank is
higher than the burial cash balance in the case management system.
PAGC should request Panoramic to work with Bank of America to
automate interest posting through the automated affidavit of deposit.
Burial Trust balance in the case management system includes both
cash and prepaid burial plots/services, which should be separated for
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ease of recording and reconciliation in SAP.
27.19

27.20

27.21

27.22

27.23

27.24

27.25

27.26

Accounting
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Fiduciary
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Manager
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Fiduciary
Accounting
Manager

Other Restricted Cash (Burial Trust cash) balance in SAP did not tie
to the burial trust cash balance from Bank of America at 6/30/09. The
SAP balance should be adjusted to reflect the amount in the bank
statement.
The case management system does not show a history of all the
accountings that have been filed (i.e. 1st, 2nd, final, etc.) along with the
date to County Counsel’s Office and court approval date. The system
only shows the detail data for the most recent accounting. For
example, if the most recent accounting is the 15th accounting, only the
dates for that accounting is shown and not the previous accountings.
There are accounts where final distribution of client’s estate has been
Trust &
made but there is still a small balance left (i.e. interest posted after
Fiduciary
final distribution).
Accounting
Manager
Multiple checks are issued to the same vendor who provides services
Trust &
to more than one client.
Fiduciary
Accounting
Manager
Deputies approve the payment of client’s bill in Panoramic but are
Trust &
also required to sign off on the bill and submit it to Accounts Payable Fiduciary
in order for payment to be processed.
Accounting
Manager
The Accounting Due Report includes accountings that are not required Trust &
to be completed (25 out of 142 reviewed). These include accountings Fiduciary
that have a final status date (to indicate that an accounting or waiver
Accounting
has been completed), date other than final status date, or status codes
Manager
that do not require an accounting (such as person only). Eliminating
the accounts that do not require accounting will substantially reduce
the size of the report and allows staff to quickly identify only the
accounts that need an accounting. For a two-year time frame, there
were approx 3,500 line items in the report but only about 800 line
items required an accounting. It is inefficient for staff to perform
additional review for items included in the report only to conclude that
no accounting is needed.
While some court accounting schedules are generated in the case
Trust &
management system, many schedules are prepared in a separate Excel Fiduciary
spreadsheet. These schedules include: Schedule C-Property On Hand, Accounting
Schedule D-Personal Property Management, Schedule G-Gain on
Manager
Sale, Schedule I-Other Income, Schedule R-Expense of Sale,
Schedule S-Assets subsequently acquired, Fair Market Value
Schedule, Additional Fee Activity and Code Schedule, Fee
Computation Worksheet.
Court accounting backlog reports include accountings that have been
Trust &
approved by the court and excludes accountings that should have been Fiduciary
included (i.e. trust accounts). The proper tracking of accountings
Accounting
approved by the court is dependent on staff changing the priority code Manager
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27.27

27.28

27.29

27.30

27.31

27.32

27.33

27.34

27.35

on the Accounts Payable report (used to track fees approved by the
court). If the accounting has been approved by the court and the
priority code has not been changed, it will show up in the backlog
report.
Accountings where more than six months have passed since
completion but has not yet been filed with the court are updated with
current information. This takes up resources that could be spent on
preparing new accountings.
PAGC established the $800 cash balance threshold to determine
whether to collect PAGC fees more, than 10 years ago. This threshold
should be reviewed to see if this level is still appropriate.
There are no written policies and procedures addressing the selection
criteria, performance expectations, actions for nonperformance for real
estate agents and property management companies, and the explicit
exclusion of employees/family members.
There are no written policies and procedures on how pre-numbered
property records are issued and how they should be stored.
Noted one instance where estate administrator assistant’s extra fees of
$680 (for work related to the sale of real property) were not requested
in a Public Administrator trust accounting. Although the services were
performed prior to the accounting period end date, the work was
entered in the case management system after the accounting period
end date and thus the fees were not included. PAGC should require
that all work done be entered timely in the case management system to
ensure that all services provided are included in the accounting. As
part of their review, the Supervising Estate Administrator or
Supervising Deputy should determine whether fees were missed to
maximize revenue collection.
Public Administrator fees are paid through Payment Request but
should be paid through the regular A/P process (similar to PG fees).
Payment Requests should only be used in unforeseen circumstances
where the payment is needed immediately and cannot wait for the
normal A/P process.
Extraordinary fees are not charged at the appropriate rate for three
out of 24 items tested (12.5%). The hourly rate for estate
administrator assistant (EAA) is $60 per hour. However, for the EAA
fee and the Admin fee, work done by EAA is charged at the higher
rate (at estate administrator's rate of $65 for financial securities and
miscellaneous services or at management rate of $90 for work related
to real property sale). PAGC should establish procedures to ensure
that the proper fees are charged based on the rate of the person
performing the work or use a weighted average if any staff may do the
work.
PAGC tracks real property sales in an Excel spreadsheet. This should
be done in Panoramic.
PAGC enters data already in the case management system to an Excel
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27.36

27.37

27.38

27.39

27.40

27.41

27.42

27.43

27.44

27.45

27.46
27.47

spreadsheet to track Inventory and Appraisal filings. A report should
be generated to save time entering data that already exists.
Certain original documents (driver's license and Social Security card)
were located in the Benefits Unit instead of in the locked room as
required by written policies and procedures.
There are incorrect location codes (stock certificate identified as being
in the locked room but is with the broker) in the case management
system.
One missing item in our periodic physical inventory testing was
included in the list of items to verify during the warehouse periodic
physical inventory due to incorrect status code. This item was
identified as missing during a previous inventory.
PAGC was assigned as the administrator to handle decedent cases (not
originally Public Administrator clients) from the cremation lawsuit as
there was no one else to handle them. One of the accounts in our
testing was from the cremated lawsuit and still had a cash balance. As
PAGC incurs cost to handle these accounts, it should determine
whether the remaining cash balance can be taken as fees for all
cremated lawsuit cases that still have a cash balance.
The Real Property/Mobile Sale policies and procedures does not
reflect the current practice of accepting bids prior to obtaining
appraised value from probate referee as well as document controls that
prevent PAGC from accepting a bid that is not in the best interest of
the client (i.e. probate referee is an independent appraiser appointed
by the court, overbids are accepted during court confirmation of sale)
Seven out of 137 (5%) items tested did not have a date in the
inventory due date field. This date is important in the tracking and
monitoring reports.
The monitoring reports for conservatorships include accounts where
an Inventory and Appraisal is not required (such as person only
or cases with existing probate).
The monitoring reports for both conservatorship and administration of
decedent estate do not include important dates (date the inventory was
completed by the deputy, the date sent to legal secretary, the date sent
to County Counsel, etc.) These dates are in the case management
system but are not reflected in the monitoring report.
We noted 24% (4 out of 17) of property record forms lacked dual
signatures (EPT and person receiving the asset).

Administrator
Manager
Estate
Administrator
Manager
Estate
Administrator
Manager
Estate
Administrator
Manager
Estate
Administrator
Manager

Estate
Administrator
Manager

Estate
Administrator
Manager
Estate
Administrator
Manager
Estate
Administrator
Manager

Estate
Administrator
Manager
Implemented

PAGC petty cash of $1,500, used to provide emergency purchases for
clients, is recorded in SSA Financial Management Services cost center
(4800) rather than the PAGC cost center.
Prepaid burial services and prepaid plots of $85,176.08 are not
Implemented
recorded in SAP as Prepaid Expenses.
Interest Receivable-Miscellaneous (GLA 1120240) of $162, 454.78
Implemented
recorded in the General Fund did not exist as of June 30, 2008. This
residual interest accrual was not reversed when the interest was paid.
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